Experiments at the LHC may yet discover a dijet resonance indicative of Beyond the Standard Model (BSM) physics. In this case, the question becomes: what BSM theories are consistent with the unexpected resonance? One possibility would be a spin-2 object called the "colorphilic graviton"-a spin-2 color-singlet particle which couples exclusively to the quark and gluon stress-energy tensors. We assess the possibility of this state's discovery in the dijet channel as an s-channel resonance, and report the regions of parameter space where colorphilic gravitons have not yet been excluded by LHC-13 data but still may be discovered in the dijet channel at LHC-14 for integrated luminosities of 0.3, 1, and 3 ab −1 . We then delineate which of those regions remain accessible to future collider searches, once one accounts for applicability of the narrow-width approximation, mass resolution of the detector, and self-consistency according to tree-level partial-wave unitarity. We discover that-despite the strong constraints unitarity imposes on collider searches-the colorphilic graviton remains potentially discoverable in the LHC dijet channel. A means of investigation would be to apply the color discriminant variable, a dimensionless combination of quantities (production cross-section, total decay width, and invariant mass) that can be quickly measured after the discovery of a dijet resonance. Previous publications have demonstrated the color discriminant variable's utility when applied to theories containing vector bosons (colorons, Z ), excited quarks, and diquarks. We extend this analysis to the case of the colorphilic graviton by applying the color discriminant variable to the appropriate region of parameter space. We conclude that resolvable, discoverable dijet resonances consistent with colorphilic gravitons span a narrower range of masses than those consistent with leptophobic Z models, and can be distinguished from those originating from coloron, excited quark, and diquark models.
Introduction
New heavy particles with sizable couplings to quarks and gluons also have relatively large production cross-sections at the Large Hadron Collider (LHC). Such particles could appear as resonances in the dijet channel above the otherwise rapidly-falling QCD background. In this vein, CMS and ATLAS are continually searching the dijet channel for evidence of new physics. Because a resonance has yet to be discovered, they report 95% CL exclusion limits on various benchmark models. As more data is acquired and higher collision energies explored, the exclusion limits strengthen, eliminating larger classes of models. Our work utilizes CMS exclusion limits from an analysis of ∼ 36 fb −1 of LHC-13 dijet channel data [1] . These limits are comparable to ATLAS exclusion limits based on ∼ 37 fb −1 of LHC-13 dijet channel data [2] .
Discovery of a new dijet resonance R would indicate a deviation from the Standard Model (SM) of particle physics, and signal the presence of physics beyond the Standard Model (BSM). In the event of a discovery, experiments will immediately measure the dijet crosssection of the resonance (σ Rjj ), its mass (m R ), and its total decay width (Γ R ) if possible. We would subsequently wonder what new physics is consistent with these quantities or combinations of these quantities. In principle, a new dijet resonance could have one of many different color and spin structures. In this work we will focus on spin-2 resonances.
Experimental searches typically choose Randall-Sundrum (RS) gravitons as their spin-2 benchmark model [3] . RS gravitons appear as Kaluza-Klein excitations of extra-dimensional gravitational theories. Because RS gravitons couple to the full Standard Model stress-energy tensor, their dijet and leptonic couplings are of comparable size, and RS gravitons are more likely to be discovered through leptonic channels than dijet channels at hadron colliders. Leptonic channels are cleaner than dijet channels, largely because they do not have to compete against the large QCD background.
However, the literature also includes other BSM spin-2 models, such as the various spin-2 resonances described in Refs [4] - [6] . A generic graviton may couple to any number of stress-energy tensors. We use the term "colorphilic graviton" (labeled X 2 ) to describe a phenomenological massive spin-2 object that couples exclusively to the quark and gluon stress-energy tensors with strengths proportional to parameters κ q and κ g respectively. By construction, a colorphilic graviton is likely to be first observed in the dijet channel as an schannel resonance. This parallels other particles to which the color discriminant variable has been applied. Explicit specification of a UV completion for the colorphilic graviton models we consider is beyond the scope of this article.
Phenomenological spin-2 particles warrant caution, because their interactions generically violate unitarity at high enough collision energies [4] . The colorphilic graviton X 2 couples toand gg states through dimension-5 operators, necessitating couplings κ q and κ g with units of inverse energy. For small partonic center-of-momentum collision energy √ŝ between pairs of incoming partons, this effective theory is valid order-by-order in powers of κ √ŝ . At sufficiently high partonic scattering energy, κ √ŝ grows large enough to destroy perturbativity of the effective theory, as manifested in unitarity violation.
Our work here on production and decay of colorphilic gravitons focuses on two-into-two scattering processes. To ensure the validity of our cross-section calculations, we use a tree-level partial-wave unitarity analysis to enforce unitarity. Similar analyses have been applied to other spin-2 objects in the literature [7] - [9] . We demonstrate how this further constrains the parameter space accessible to collider searches and find that there exist regions of parameter space within which a colorphilic graviton is discoverable in the 14 TeV LHC dijet channel.
Suppose a new dijet resonance R is discovered within the range of parameter space where a colorphilic graviton is accessible. How could we immediately distinguish whether R is a spin-2 state? The dimensionless color discriminant variable provides a means of quickly diagnosing what classes of BSM models might describe a newly discovered resonance:
This is constructed as to be independent of coupling strength when applied to s-channel resonances with narrow widths. The color discriminant variable is so-named because it is proportional to the color and spin structure of the resonance. Color-singlet objects and color-octet objects tend to be well separated in the color discriminant variable vs resonance mass plane [10] .
Previous analyses have demonstrated the color discriminant variable's ability to discriminate between color-singlet, color-octet, and excited quark dijet resonances [10] - [11] . The method has also been broadened to models with flavor-dependent couplings [12] - [13] and applied to scalar diquarks [14] . The present article applies the color discriminant variable to a spin-2 particle.
The remainder of the paper is organized in the following manner. Section 2 describes the colorphilic graviton, X 2 . Section 3 details the constraints (including unitarity) that are relevant to identifying an LHC-discoverable dijet resonance originating from a colorphilic graviton and plots the surviving parameter space. Section 4 reviews the uncertainties relevant to a color discriminant variable analysis, plots the color discriminant variable (including uncertainties) vs the mass of X 2 , and then compares the X 2 analysis to an equivalent Z analysis. Section 5 summarizes our conclusions.
Colorphilic Graviton Models
This section presents the colorphilic graviton, its dijet cross-section, total decay width, and color discriminant variable.
Lagrangian and Parameterization
A colorphilic graviton is defined to be a massive spin-2 object X 2 that is a SM singlet and couples exclusively to particles charged under the SM SU (3) C . We write the Lagrangian density interaction terms describing how X 2 couples to the Standard Model as follows:
where X µν 2 labels the X 2 field, T q µν and T g µν are the quark and gluon stress-energy tensors,
and A and q i are the gluon and quark fields respectively (color indices have been suppressed) [15] . We normalize the spin-2 polarization tensors s µν according to the published version of Ref [15] , such that,
where s ∈ {−2, −1, 0, 1, 2} is a helicity index and µ, ν are Lorentz indices. Eq. (2) implies tree-level couplings for the following interactions: q i q i X 2 , ggX 2 , q i q i gX 2 , q i q i V X 2 , gggX 2 , and ggggX 2 , where V denotes the electroweak bosons γ, W ± , Z.
For the present analysis, we reduce the number of free variables by assuming X 2 has flavor universal couplings to quarks (κ q i = κ q for every quark q i ). This assumption allows us to simplify the present analysis and avoid flavor constraints. Consequently, there are only two couplings in the theory: the quark stress-energy coupling κ q and the gluon stress-energy coupling κ g . These couplings have units of inverse energy. By using the mass of X 2 (denoted m X 2 ) as an energy scale, we exchange the dimensionful couplings κ q , κ g ∈ [0, +∞) TeV for the dimensionless parameters α ∈ [0, +∞) and β ∈ [0,
], which are defined according to,
The cases where X 2 couples exclusively to T respectively. Let c β and s β denote cos β and sin β respectively. Eq. (2) yields the following tree-level decay widths:
The model described by Eq. (2) additionally permits three-body decays X 2 → q i q i g, X 2 → q i q i V , and X 2 → ggg where V denotes the electroweak bosons (γ, W ± , Z), as well as the four-body decay X 2 → gggg. After accounting for infrared divergences in processes involving multiple massless bosons, these decay channels are numerically negligible relative to the twobody decay widths due to additional coupling and phase space factors. Analysis of these additional decay channels lies outside of our tree-level dijet channel analysis, and we ignore them for the remainder of this article.
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The total decay width is well described as the sum of the gg andchannels:
where n q acts as an effective number of massless quarks,
In the limit where m X 2 m q i for every quark flavor, we find n q → 6. Only the top quark provides significant deviations from the massless case when m X 2 > 500 GeV, which is the mass range relevant to our analysis. As a result, n q is well approximated by the following expression:
where m t is the mass of the top quark. As m X 2 increases, nuickly approaches 6. For example, n q (1 TeV) = 5.89 and n q (2 TeV) = 5.97. We may write the relevant branching ratios as,
after some simplification.
Colorphilic Gravitons in the Dijet Channel
We are interested in decays of X 2 to pairs of light jets j, which we define as a QCD jet originating from a partonic gluon or one of the five lightest quarks. At tree-level, the decay width and branching ratio to light dijets equal,
1 With sufficient luminosity, the three-and four-body decay channels might provide a means to distinguish the colorphilic graviton from other models, such as the leptophobic Z .
Searches for narrow dijet resonances by CMS and ATLAS have greatest sensitivity to resonances with width-over-mass ratios below ∼ 0.15 [16] , which is also the range of values wherein the narrow width approximation (NWA) applies [17] . The dijet cross-section of a resonance R with mass m R equals, in this approximation,
The indices i, k in Eq. (14) label partons in each of the incoming protons. At tree level, X 2 couples to gluons, quarks, and antiquarks, so that in principle i, k ∈ {g, u, d, s, c, b, t, u, d, s, c, b, t}. Because the proton has negligible top quark content and X 2 couples diagonally to quark-antiquark pairs, we restrict k = i ∈ {g, u, d, s, c, b}. The contribution of a partonic combination i, k to proton-proton collisions is described by its corresponding parton luminosity function,
where µ F is the factorization scale and f i (x, µ 2 F ) is the parton distribution function for parton i [17] . We set the factorization scale to the resonance mass such that µ F = m X 2 and evaluate the parton luminosity functions at τ = s/m
, where s is the proton-proton center-of-momentum energy squared. We use the parton distribution functions from the CTEQ6L1 PDF set [18] for our calculations, and take care when extracting data from other sources to use each source's choice of PDF set.
The factor N ik in Eq. (14) counts color and spin degrees of freedom for the partonic combination i, k relative to the resonance R:
N S and C are a given particle's number of spin and color states respectively. (N S , C) equals (5, 1), (2, 3) , and (2, 8) for the colorphilic graviton, quarks and antiquarks, and gluons respectively, yielding,
These considerations allow us to simplify Eq. (14) to,
Substituting Eqs. (11) (12) (13) and Eq. (17) into Eq. (18) yields an explicit expression for the dijet cross-section in terms of m X 2 , α, β, and s.
The color discriminant variable D col,X 2 is, therefore,
Eqs. (19) (20) (21) are valid for the process pp → X 2 → jj, where j is a light jet originating from a partonic g, u, d, s, c, or b.
Parameter Space
In this section, we describe the region of parameter space where the colorphilic graviton might be detected by the LHC with 0.3, 1, and 3 ab −1 of LHC-14 integrated luminosity for β = 0, , and describe the subregion where a color discriminant variable analysis of such a discovery would apply.
Note the β = 0 case corresponds to X 2 coupling exclusively to the quark stress-energy tensor, whereas the β = π 2 case corresponds to X 2 coupling exclusively to the gluon stressenergy tensor. When plotting the parameter space of the colorphilic graviton, we fix β and plot α vs m x 2 . As discussed in Section 3.3, enforcing tree-level unitarity of a X 2 model establishes a scale Λ EFT max up to which our effective field theory respects tree-level unitarity. This scale can be used as an additional parameter to constrain an effective theory. Therefore, we concern ourselves with four parameters: the colorphilic graviton mass m X 2 ; a unitless coupling strength α; an angle β measuring the relative coupling strength of X 2 to quarks vs gluons; and an upper limit Λ EFT max on partonic center-of-momentum energies for which the theory respects tree-level partial wave unitarity.
We eliminate regions of parameter space that are already experimentally 95% CL excluded and only consider regions of parameter space where 5σ dijet resonance discovery may eventually be observed at LHC-14. The theory must respect unitarity to be self-consistent, leading us to consider unitarity constraints obtained from tree-level partial-wave amplitudes. Narrow dijet resonance searches by CMS and ATLAS have limited sensitivity for dijet resonances with Γ R /m R 0.15, and so we eliminate these regions of parameter space as well [16] .
Because the color discriminant variable analysis is appropriate in regions of parameter space where the width Γ X 2 of X 2 is wide enough to be measured by the detector, we also consider how Γ X 2 compares to the detector's mass resolution M res .
Excluded Region
As mentioned in the introduction, CMS and ATLAS are searching for resonances in the dijet channel, and, in the absence of a resonance-establishing 95% CL exclusion limits on dijet resonances [1]- [2] . Both experiments report these limits as upper bounds on acceptance A R times dijet cross-section σ Rjj as a function of resonance mass m R . They also plot A R × σ Rjj for several benchmark models. The exclusion limits presented by ATLAS and CMS are comparable; we choose to utilize the CMS exclusion limits, which are obtained from 36 fb
The acceptance A 2 [β] of the colorphilic graviton is calculated for each value of β in MadGraph 5 [19] according to the cuts described in Ref [1] . We then demand,
The region of parameter space that fails to satisfy this constraint, i.e. where a colorphilic graviton is excluded by current LHC data at 95% CL, is located in the upper left area of each plot in Fig. 1 
5σ Discovery Reach
We also establish regions of parameter space where a dijet resonance might someday be discovered. The CMS experiment has published how sensitive their detector is towards 5σ discoveries in the dijet channel for L int = 100 pb −1 , 1 fb −1 , and 10 fb −1 [20] . This is reported as an upper limit on dijet cross-section times acceptance. We calculate the relevant spin-2 acceptance via MadGraph 5 [19] for each value of β according to the cuts described in Ref [20] .
We assume the systematic uncertainties scale proportionally to the square root of integrated luminosity √ L int to extend the 10 fb −1 discovery prospects of Ref [20] to L int = 0.3, 1, and 3 ab −1 . Any areas of parameter space that require more than 3 ab −1 worth of LHC-14 data according to this scaling are designated as inaccessible and we exclude that region of parameter space. Naive scaling provides a qualitative idea of LHC-14 discovery prospects; however, we expect the regions we plot ultimately to be conservative because this scaling ignores any improved experimental sensitivities in the high luminosity LHC-14 dijet channel.
In each pane of Fig. 1 , the boundary of every 5σ discovery region is denoted with a black curve, while the regions themselves are denoted in white. Curves corresponding to larger values of L int are further rightward, with L int = 0.3, 1 and 3 ab −1 appearing from left to right respectively. The region above and to the left of a given L int curve corresponds to the region of parameter space accessible with L int worth of LHC-14 dijet channel data. The gray region to the bottom-right of each plot is the previously-described inaccessible region of parameter space, which requires more than 3 ab −1 worth of LHC-14 dijet channel data to discover a colorphilic graviton.
Unitarity Constraints
Because X 2 couples to quarks and gluons via dimension-5 operators, its couplings are dimensionful and the colorphilic graviton generically violates unitarity once the energy scales of the process exceed some energy scale Λ EFT max [4] . This is indicative of the breakdown of the effective field theory (EFT) approximation implicit in our analysis. Once unitarity is violated, the effective field theory becomes invalid and the method of analysis must be changed. If an EFT L EFT arises as an approximation of a more fundamental perturbative theory L f und , then its breakdown must be circumvented with additional new physics effects relevant to L f und . These new physics effects become relevant at some energy scale Λ N P . In order that L f und respect unitarity at energies higher than L EFT , the new physics must enter before the EFT's breakdown, such that Λ N P < Λ EFT max . We may demand a model containing a colorphilic graviton respect tree-level unitarity up to some value of Λ EFT max and in doing so we ensure that our analysis including only a colorphilic graviton is self-consistent at energies relevant to collider searches, and the underlying new physics could be at higher energies than probed by the LHC.
Unitarity demands certain relationships between matrix elements, including constraints on 2 → 2 elastic scattering amplitudes mediated by s-channel spin-2 particles such as the colorphilic graviton. In particular, each eigenvalue a 2 of the partial-wave amplitude matrix corresponding to this process must satisfy |R[a 2 ]| ≤ 1/2. We calculate the tree-level 2 a → X 2 → 2 b amplitudes where 2 a , 2 b ∈ {q i q i , gg} and resulting constraint in Appendix B. One consequence of this constraint is that Γ X 2 /m X 2 must be smaller than 
Narrow Width Approximation
As described in Section 2.2, we utilize the narrow width approximation, which provides a good approximation when Γ X 2 /m X 2 ≤ 0.15 [16] - [17] . This inequality implies an upper limit on α:
However, as discovered in Appendix B, unitarity demands Γ X 2 /m X 2 ≤ 1/8, which is a stronger constraint. Therefore, enforcement of tree-level partial wave unitarity ensures colorphilic graviton models remain in the regime of the narrow width approximation. The simple form of Eq. 24 motivates plotting X 2 parameter space as (m X 2 , α) instead of (m X 2 , κ).
The boundary at which Γ X 2 /m X 2 = 0.15 is marked by a horizontal black line near the top of each pane of Fig. 1 . The grayed region directly above this line corresponds to Γ X 2 /m X 2 > 0.15 and is excluded from our analysis.
Mass Resolution
The dijet mass resolution M res of a detector determines whether experiments can measure the total decay width Γ R of a particular dijet resonance. Specifically, the resonance width is measurable if it exceeds the mass resolution; else, the resonance width is irresolvable. Because the color discriminant variable is explicitly constructed from the resonance width of a dijet resonance, it is only applicable to identifying the nature of the resonance when Γ R ≥ M res . Dijet resonances for which Γ R < M res may still be detected, but would require a different kind of identification analysis. 
Summary of Available Parameter Space
The regions of parameter space in Fig. 1 are, in summary,
• Experimentally Excluded: points within the translucent dark red region bounded by a thick black curve and located in the upper left of each plot are experimentally excluded at 95% CL.
• Experimentally Inaccessible: points within the gray region to the bottom-right of each plot are deemed inaccessible at LHC-14, because they require more than 3 ab
worth of LHC-14 dijet channel data for discovery in the dijet channel.
• Unitarity: points within the translucent pale red region bounded by a red curve are excluded from our analysis because they violate unitarity below Λ EFT max = 10 TeV.
• Narrow Width Approximation: points within the grayed region above the horizontal black line at each plot's upper edge satisfy Γ X 2 /m X 2 > 0.15 and are excluded because the CMS and ATLAS narrow dijet resonance searches have poor sensitivity in this region [16] .
• Mass Resolution: points below the approximately-horizontal dashed curve passing through the middle of each plot are excluded from the D col,X 2 analysis because they possess unresolvable widths: Γ X 2 ≤ M res . Colorphilic gravitons with properties corresponding to points below this curve are still potentially discoverable at the LHC, but would have to be identified by means other than D col,X 2 .
• Color Discriminant Variable: points in the approximately triangular purple regions of each plot are relevant to a color discriminant variable analysis.
The black curves correspond to the experimental reach for discovery of a colorphilic graviton at LHC-14 with luminosities L int = 0.3, 1, and 3 ab −1 from left-to-right, with parameter space below a given curve being inaccessible with only L int worth of LHC-14 dijet channel data. The remaining white and purple regions in each Fig. 1 subplot denote areas of parameter space accessible with L int for the indicated β value. As illustrated, LHC-14 has discovery reach for colorphilic gravitons with any β value, even after taking unitarity constraints into account. Therefore, the colorphilic graviton X 2 is a new physics object that is generally relevant to searches in the LHC-14 dijet channel.
Several conclusions can be reached by comparing the various pieces of information overlapping within the panes of Fig. 1: There is a reasonably large range of masses where a graviton can be discovered but a color discriminant variable analysis is inapplicable. This is because the discoverable parameter space corresponds to gravitons with relatively weak couplings and thus relatively small decay widths. There is a much smaller window of masses where the theory is consistent up to Λ EFT max = 10 TeV yet the coupling is also large enough for the color discriminant analysis to work. Note additionally that this region quickly runs towards larger coupling parameter α with increasing graviton mass and consequently runs into conflict with the unitarity constraints. Among the different values of β, the color discriminant analysis applies for a slightly smaller graviton mass in the β = π 4 case than the other cases.
Given a fixed value of β, each value of Λ EFT max generates a contour through parameter space. The Λ EFT max contours corresponding to 10, 33, and 100 TeV are illustrated as red curves in Fig. 1 . Note additionally the white and purple regions above the L int = 3 ab −1 curve: this is the region of parameter space where colorphilic gravitons are discoverable with 3 ab −1 of LHC-14 dijet data according to our criteria. As Λ EFT max is continuously increased from 10 TeV, the corresponding contour moves continuously downward, so that less of this discoverable region lies below the curve. There exists a value of Λ EFT max for which no parameter space points are simultaneously discoverable with L int = 3 ab −1 LHC-14 data and consistent with our unitarity bounds up to Λ respectively. While theories of colorphilic gravitons with larger values of Λ EFT max can be constructed, a color discriminant variable analysis would not be valid for such objects, because their widths would not be resolvable by the LHC detectors.
For ease of discussion during the color discriminant variable analysis in the next section, we denote by P β [L int ] the region in the (m X 2 , α) plane of X 2 parameter space that is allowed by the above constraints (Λ EFT max fixed at 10 TeV) for a given luminosity L int and β value, and also generates dijet resonances with resolvable widths. These are exactly the purple regions of Figure 1 . P β [L int ] is therefore a proper subset of the parameter space region where a colorphilic graviton is LHC-14 discoverable.
Distinguishing X 2 from other Dijet Resonances
Suppose a dijet resonance is observed at a mass m R and possesses a measurable color discriminant variable D col,R . After accounting for experimental uncertainties, that measurement may or may not be consistent with the value of D col predicted by a model. In this way, experiments can immediately eliminate any class of models inconsistent with the measured D col,R as an explanation of that observed dijet resonance. The utility of the color discriminant variable analysis hinges on this capability.
The measurable D col,R values at a fixed m R = m X 2 that are consistent with the colorphilic graviton model depend on the available parameter space (described in Section 3) as well as the uncertainties of the measurements involved. In what follows, we review the statistical and systematic uncertainties relevant to the color discriminant variable; plot the color discriminant variable (with uncertainties) for the colorphilic graviton; and show in detail how the color discriminant variable can be used to distinguish colorphilic gravitons from other models.
Error propagation of the color discriminant variable is detailed in Ref [10] and summarized here. All uncertainties are modeled as Gaussian. The uncertainty of log 10 D col,R is related to the relative uncertainties of the dijet cross-section, mass, and decay width according to,
The symbol ⊕ denotes addition in quadrature. The relative error of the dijet cross-section is,
where N 5σ denotes the number of events necessary to make a 5σ discovery and σSY S is the dijet cross-section's systematic uncertainty. The relative uncertainty of the dijet mass is,
where σ Γ Γ R /2.35 is the (Gaussian) standard deviation of the resonance's intrinsic width. M res denotes the previously-mentioned dijet mass resolution of the experiment and (∆M JES /M ) is mass measurement uncertainty due to jet energy scale uncertainties. The relative uncertainty of the dijet resonance total decay width is,
where ∆M res /M res is the relative uncertainty of the dijet mass resolution. The various uncertainties entering this calculation have been estimated using experimental data, and are summarized as follows:
• σ sys is an approximately linear function of m X 2 , extracted from [20] . • ∆M res /M res = 0.1 [21] .
We analyze the L int = 3 ab −1 parameter spaces P β [3 ab −1 ] The results of the color discriminant variable analysis are summarized in Fig. 2 ; the plots within the figure correspond to β = 0,
, and π 2 from top to bottom respectively. Each plot within Fig. 2 contains a dashed red curve that traces out the theoretical color discriminant variable D col,X 2 as a function of m X 2 with s = (14 TeV) 2 . By construction, D col,X 2 only depends on m X 2 ; at tree level, any direct α dependence cancels out. However, secondary α dependence lingers in the experimental uncertainty of a D col,R measurement. The various bands we have plotted in (m R , D col,R ) space correspond to values for which a measurement of a dijet resonance with mass m R and color discriminant variable D col,R would be consistent with the theoretical D col,X 2 , with different colors signifying different conditions:
• Darker Gray: Values of (m R , D col,R ) within 1σ of the theoretical D col,X 2 , where the uncertainty has been obtained by ignoring all constraints and fixing Γ X 2 /m X 2 = 0.15, the boundary of the narrow width approximation.
• Lighter Gray: Values of (m R , D col,R ) within 1σ of the theoretical D col,X 2 , where the uncertainty has been obtained by ignoring all constraints and fixing Γ X 2 = M res , the boundary determined by the mass resolution of the LHC.
• Solid (Faded) Red: Values of (m R , D col,R ) within 1σ of the theoretical D col,X 2 , where the uncertainty is set to the minimum (maximum) uncertainty available in P β [3 ab −1 ], as plotted in the purple region of Fig. 1 . At any given m X 2 , this corresponds to the largest (smallest) width available for that given mass in P β [3 ab −1 ]. A black border outlines the faded red region.
The usefulness of the color discriminant variable emerges from comparing the different regions of (m R , D col,R ) space that various dijet resonances R occupy. For example, consider the leptophobic Z particle from Ref [10] . Like X 2 , the leptophobic Z possesses a parameter space restricted by the NWA, mass resolution of the detector, exclusion limits, and L int discovery prospects, yielding an available parameter space P Z [L int ]. An updated color discriminant variable analysis on the leptophobic Z is summarized in Appendix A. Previous works demonstrated that this Z is well-separated from colorons, excited quarks, and diquarks in (m R , D col,R ) space [10] , [13] - [14] . As a result, a measured D col,R consistent with a leptophobic Z is necessarily inconsistent with coloron, excited quark, and diquark models. • Solid (Faded) Blue: Values of (m R , D col,R ) within 1σ of the theoretical D col,R , where the uncertainty is set to the minimum (maximum) uncertainty available in P Z (3 ab −1 ). At any given m R , this corresponds to the largest (smallest) width available for that given mass in P Z (3 ab −1 ).
We use the same procedures and sources for the Z data as the X 2 data, and utilize procedures identical to those described in Section 3.
We immediately see from Fig. 3 that most regions of (m R , D col,R ) space occupied by the colorphilic graviton are already occupied by the leptophobic Z . The β = π 4 models are potentially distinguishable from Z models at resonant masses m R ∼ 3.5 TeV, although even these points remain within 2σ of the Z models. Meanwhile, effectively all resolvable dijet resonances consistent with β = 0 colorphilic graviton models are also consistent with leptophobic Z models.
There is, however, a significant amount of (m R , D col,R ) space where a resolvable dijet resonance would be consistent with a leptophobic Z model but is inconsistent with X 2 models. This is because X 2 is more restricted in its range of available masses by unitarity constraints. For instance, for all values of β, colorphilic gravitons with masses below m X 2 3 TeV are either excluded, violate unitarity below 10 TeV, or possess irresolvable widths. As such, a resolvable dijet resonance with m R 3 TeV is unlikely to be explained by X 2 , but may possibly be described by a leptophobic Z . Similarly, a resolvable dijet resonance with m R 5 TeV is unlikely to be described by a colorphilic graviton.
Although the significant overlap between leptophobic Z and X 2 models means many resolvable dijet resonances could be equally well described by either model, it also means colorphilic gravitons can be distinguished from coloron, excited quark, and diquark models just like the leptophobic Z . If a D col,R measurement falls in the regime where the colorphilic graviton and Z overlap, then a detailed angular distribution analysis of the decay products will be required to determine the spin of the resonance and thereby select the appropriate model.
Summary and Conclusions
The LHC dijet channel is one of the most powerful tools of modern physics, capable of exploring previously-unseen physical regimes. If a dijet resonance R is discovered, determining its origin will be of intense interest. Our work here has demonstrated that the LHC might yet discover a dijet resonance consistent with a "colorphilic graviton" X 2 , a massive spin-2 particle that couples to the quark and gluon stress-energy tensors.
Analyzing the phenomenology of the X 2 state requires careful consideration of unitarity constraints: because X 2 couples toand gg states via dimension-5 operators, the colorphilic graviton generically violates tree-level unitarity. Colorphilic graviton models are parameter-ized by the particle's mass m X 2 , the overall coupling strength α, a measure of the relative coupling strength of X 2 to the quark vs gluon stress-energy tensors β, and the scale Λ EFT max up to which the X 2 model respects tree-level unitarity.
The parameter space of X 2 relevant to collider searches is constrained by unitarity considerations, application of the narrow width approximation, experimental exclusions, and ability to be discovered with integrated luminosity L int . The region of α vs m X 2 parameter space that survives these constraints is illustrated in white and purple in Fig. 1 for L int = 0.3, 1,  3 ab −1 , and β = 0,
. For every value of β, we found that there does exist a region of parameter space in which the LHC could discover a X 2 -originating dijet resonance with 3 ab −1 of data. Moreover, across the entire range of β values, we see that there is an upper limit of about 5 TeV on the mass of a discoverable X 2 resonance. For self-consistency, the value of Λ EFT max must be at least this large. Accordingly, we set Λ EFT max = 10 TeV for this analysis. Due to the combined effect of discovery prospects and unitarity constraints, we also found that the discovery of a colorphilic graviton would necessarily imply the presence of additional new physics below about 30-40 TeV.
While a dijet resonance R consistent with a colorphilic graviton could be discovered at the LHC, such a resonance might also initially be consistent with other models. The color discriminant variable D col,R provides a quick means of eliminating potential dijet resonance models [10] . D col,R is constructed from quantities immediately measurable after the discovery of a resolvable resonance: the mass of the resonance m R , the total dijet cross section at the peak of the resonance σ Rjj , and the width of the resonance Γ R . The color discriminant variable has proven useful when applied to leptophobic Z , coloron, excited quarks, and diquark models [10] , [13] - [14] .
In applying the color discriminant variable analysis to X 2 , we fixed L int = 3 ab −1 to get an idea of which resolvable colorphilic gravitons might be observed in the LHC dijet channel. Our subsequent analysis revealed a limited range of color discriminant variable D col,R values consistent with a colorphilic graviton X 2 to within 1σ of experimental uncertainties, as summarized in Fig. 2 . Furthermore, the region of (m R , D col,R ) space consistent with X 2 is largely shared with the leptophobic Z , so that resolvable dijet resonances consistent with X 2 are also consistent with Z . This is demonstrated in Fig. 3 . Therefore, just as D col,R is able to discriminate Z resonances from coloron, excited quark, and diquark resonances, it can likewise tell an X 2 apart from those other states. Should a D col,R measurement fall in the values applicable to both the colorphilic graviton and Z , additional analyses would be required to distinguish the models. For example, it might be possible to recognize the three-and four-body decay modes of the colorphilic graviton with sufficient luminosity. More generally, the spin of the new resonance could be determined via a detailed angular analysis of its decay products.
We look forward to future opportunities to apply the results of our analysis to newly discovered dijet resonances.
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A. Parameter Space of Leptophobic Z
The (flavor-universal) leptophobic Z is a massive spin-1 particle with the following interaction Lagrangian:
where i sums over the SM quarks, g is the weak coupling, and P L(R) is the left (right) projection operator [10] . We calculate quantities in the large Z mass limit, so the couplings only occur in the |g L | 2 + |g R | 2 combination.
As with the colorphilic graviton, the parameter space of the leptophobic Z is constrained by experimental exclusions, application of the narrow width approximation, discovery prospects, and the requirement of a resolvable decay width. We utilize the CMS 95% exclusion data from [1] and the projected 5σ discovery prospects from [20] , and apply them via the methods described in Section 3. Fig. 4 summarizes the parameter space that survives this procedure.
The color discriminant variable analysis proceeds identically to the analysis of X 2 , utilizing the same experimental uncertainties and application methods. Fig. 3 illustrates the collection of (m R , log 10 D col,R ) measurements consistent with the leptophobic Z model for L int = 3 ab −1 worth of LHC-dijet channel data. Specifically, the solid (faded) blue denotes D col,R values within 1σ of the theoretical D col,Z when uncertainties are calculated with the minimum (maximum) uncertainty available in the L int = 3 ab −1 parameter space for the leptophobic Z .
B. Tree-Level Partial-Wave Amplitude Details
We now outline the construction of the full scattering matrix in the limit m t √ŝ . For s-channel 2 → X 2 → 2 scattering of massless fermions f 1 f 1 to massless fermions f 2 f 2 , , no value ofŝ solves Eq. (38), putting an upper limit on width of the colorphilic graviton that can be consistent with unitarity. Section 3.4 will show this constraint is even stronger than the constraint due to the narrow width approximation.
We define Λ EFT max such thatŝ max ≡ (Λ EFT max /m X 2 )
2 . Given a specific instance of a colorphilic graviton model with parameters m X 2 * , α * , and β * , tree-level unitarity is respected only for partonic center-of-momentum energies √ŝ that satisfy, NLO corrections can play a large role in certain spin-2 production channels [4] . These corrections become relevant when the p T of the produced spin-2 object is on the order of (or larger than) the graviton mass m X 2 . The present article considers resonant production of a graviton with a several TeV mass near threshold, and at low p T . In this regime, those NLO corrections do not dominate [23] .
Additional NLO corrections may originate from the use of non-universal couplings. When κ q = κ g andŝ m X 2 , the production cross-section at NLO contains a term proportional toŝ
. However, the present article is restricted to models when the partonic quantity √ŝ is never significantly larger than the graviton mass m X 2 . Therefore, the treelevel analysis is adequate for establishing a region of X 2 parameter space where the color discriminant variable may be applicable.
